FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Think you’re a brain buff?
Try this crossword and test your knowledge.
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT
ACROSS

1. Everyone has this rhythm
5. Emotional brain area
9. Party game by Hasbro
12. “The Persistence of Memory” painter
14. Ancient civilization that first mentioned the brain in writing
16. Generic name of 57 down
18. What a witch’s brain might put on you
19. Old-fashioned word for someone with mental illness
20. Message from your brain’s olfactory bulb:
“Your gym socks
!”
22. Female American poet who wrote “The brain is wider than
the sky”
23. Occupation of Woolf who battled depression until her
death in 1941
25. Brain region that sounds like a dance
26. “Memories light the corners of my mind” in this 1973 soundtrack
27. Battle cry: “Remember the
!”
29. On a
; how a spontaneous brain might do things
30. Dean Martin says it’s a kick in the head
31. Author of Awakenings
34. He’s an excellent, excellent driver
38. The number of brain cells you have, approximately
40. She sang “I’ll Remember” for 1994 film With Honors
41. Be afraid of them, very afraid
42. Test to get into some grad schools
43. Greek who thought the brain cooled the heart
44. Where some neuroscientists conduct experiments
48. Generating new ideas that may cause floods
50. Of two minds
51. Insect with the biggest brain, proportionally
52. Catches your brain waves
53. Space between brain cells
56. U.S. Gov’t agency that oversees aspects of brain wellness
and overall well-being
59. A rolling brain gathers none of this
60. He thought, therefore he was
61. Disorder common among war veterans
62. Psychologist who conducted the Stanford prison experiment
63. “You’ve got some
!”
65. Brain scan with a lot of magnetism
66. He has a famous slip
68. “Who are you? What’s my name? How did I get here? What do
I suffer from?”
70. American composer who succumbed to a brain tumor in 1937
71.
down; learning can do this to brain cells, removing weak
connections
73. Not a college for a semi-aquatic African mammal
77. Psychedelic 1967 hit
79. Misspelling
80. Thanksgiving staple that’s good for your brain
83. Greek goddess of memory
84. Dr. Seuss creator who said, “I like nonsense. It wakes up the
brain cells”
86. Opera by 70 across
90. Sympathetic nervous system response that might escape
92. What zombies might want
93. Rind, in Latin

DOWN
2. Wake up and smell this brain stimulant
3. An intoxicated brain
4. Spongy toy material not likely to cause head injuries
6. Nerve insulation material
7. He hopes you remember, remember the 5th of November
8. What a Hawaiian brain might wear
9. Your head may be here, especially on a 747
10. Sometimes you feel like this brain healthy food, sometimes
you don’t

11. A subway conductor might have this

13. Brain reaction to chronic stress
15. Brainy amino acid star of 31 across book
17. The
Study; well-known longitudinal look at memory
and aging
19. Famous chicken who lived for 18 months without (most of)
a brain
21. His brain area is important in language
24. “
on Your Mind”; 1963 Patsy Cline song
25. Former Beatle who sang “I’ve Got My Mind Set on You”
27. This neurotransmitter is a rush
28. He has an eponymous dementia
30. “Goin’ Out of My Head”; 1964 hit for him and the Imperials
32. Baseballer known for ALS
33. “The sperm whale brain weighs 17 pounds, I
you not!”
35. Nerve fiber
36. Regulates what passes to the gray matter through a great
Australian fish hangout
37. Memorable flower
39. 1992 Nolte-Sarandon movie featuring 6 down
40. Like 26 across, “Remember the
!”; Spanish-American
casus belli
45. Where the optic nerve enters the eye
46. Mind them
47. Queen of Carthage who lamented, “Remember me, but ah,
forget my fate”
49. He could be another Lincoln if he only had a brain.
54. The dura mater is one (hint: it’s also a homonym for a bag
of potatoes)
55. You need it like a hole in the head
57.
Nation; 1994 book
58. Occipital, frontal, parietal, etc.; General brain region name
61. Sch. in University Park, PA, with a neuroscience graduate program
64. E=mc2 genius whose brain was preserved after death
67. Brainless sea creature
69. Shocking therapy
71. Spike’s famous Gage
72. They never forget, supposedly
74. What a religious brain does
75. What you do to 82 down and 85 down; or, a brain scan
76. Aquatic creature that devours its own brain
79. Baby with an XY brain
81. This Effect may temporarily improve memory
82. “Memory” musical
85. Pavlov had one
86. Poke and
; what a neurosurgeon might do during an
exploratory procedure
87. Abbreviation for neurotransmitter gamma-Aminobutyric acid
88. Forgetful Finding Nemo fish
89. Mesozoic, Palaeozoic, etc.; times before the human brain
91. Mind the layperson’s term for 53 across

